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Designer. The Basement; BBC; Central School of Arts and Crafts; design developments;
Ealing Studios; The Mermaid Theatre; Harold Pinter; sets; special effects.

EJ: First of all, could I ask you some general questions about your background and how
you came into working on design for television and theatre?
ED: Oh, right from the beginning? [laughs] Well, that was a long time ago! I really
became a film buff at the age of fourteen, fifteen. I was mad about film - it was after
seeing Henry V as a matter of fact; taken by the school, which was unheard of actually,
then. It was just before the war, when the film came out. And I'd never seen anything
like it, and I went back about five times that week, and saw it about three times on
Saturday - which you could do in those days. And I just thought I wanted to be part of
that. So really it was film I was really mad about. I went to see everything after that. I
could draw and loved history so it seemed that that was the area to go into - design.
So... after sixth form I went to Central School of Arts and Crafts as it was in those days,
it's now Central St Martin. I did theatre design, which wasn't a wonderful course, I have
to say. They concentrated on costume, which I wasn't really interested in. But there was
no such thing as a film course. There is a course now, a very good one, at Kingston. So I
did theatre design there. The most valuable days, actually, were Mondays when we did
life drawing - actually taught by people like Mervyn Peake! - and on Fridays when we
were pushed out into all the museums and galleries... That was really useful as an
introduction to the V&A and the British Museum and these places. Then after that was
over, the film industry in those days - we're talking about early fifties now, ‘51, ‘52 - it
was over, that wonderful flush of film in the late forties, and was a bit in the doldrums.
Also, it was almost mafia-like in its difficulty in getting into in the industry. You had to
be a member of the ACTT [ed. Association of Cinematograph and Television
Technicians], and you had to have worked in the industry in order to be a member of
the ACTT. So it was a Catch 22. So I wrote to practically everyone I could think of - all
the art directors - and then finally got an introduction to Roy Oxley, who was the film
designer who did Passport to Pimlico. But he had become acting Head of Design at the
BBC because Peter Bax had recently died. I was invited to go on what they called the
‘Producers' Course’, but it did involve directors and designers as well. That ran for about
six weeks, and it was extremely interesting; we did a sort of studio exercise at the end of
that. I sort of hung around, hoped for a slot somewhere, you know! [laughs] I got taken
on as what they called the 'holiday relief', which went on and on for some time. This
was ‘52 and all the way through that summer, and anyway, at the end of it I got taken
on as an assistant, and the Art and Design department at that date at the BBC was really
only ten designers - later it expanded to about fifty or sixty! You know, we are talking
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black and white, very much smaller scale. I did a load of children's television which,
again, was... it was a terrific education just being thrown in at the deep end!
EJ: What sort of work did that entail?
ED: Well, designing sets. I did a children's play after I'd been there for about two weeks,
which really was the deep end! And it was all about Robert Louis Stevenson - John
Gregson played Robert Louis Stevenson. This was pre-Genevieve, he was an unknown
actor then. And that sort of expanded and went on. I did a load of children's serials, Billy
Bunter, all that stuff, you know? Really enjoyable… Later on, into proper grown-up
drama. I then entered the sixties, it became really exciting because Pinter was writing for
television and John Hopkins and John Osborne. It was an exciting time. I did a couple of
television plays with Ken Loach, one of which was Up the Junction which was a bit of
landmark. There were people like Jim McTaggart directing Plays for Today. It was
terrifically lively when Sydney Newman was there as head of drama.
EJ: Can you remember the transition from children's drama to adult drama?
ED: No, it kind of merged at the time. It wasn't sharp. I did both for a long time and
then, as new people came in, they started doing children's… it's a question of moving
on.
EJ: What was the staff structure like at the time? You mentioned the fact that the staff
was very small. Who were you responsible to, and how did you develop the set?
ED: About a year or so after I started there, Dick Levin arrived as Head of Design, who
just swept the board and made everything different. I mean, 'Talks' programmes before
that were grey drapes, you know - the bench press with grey drapes. He ditched all that.
He'd worked on the Festival of Britain - he was an interior designer, he was part of
Mischa Black's outfit - it was very much the 1951 Festival of Britain team. He established
a whole new design area for 'Talks' programmes. Grey drapes went out of the window!
He got in people like Natasha Crow, who had made her name designing Simpson's in
Piccadilly - very innovative then, with window displays -since the thirties. It was a total
new broom. Italian furniture came in, all this sort of thing. I think I was working on The
Grove Family at the time, it was the first soap, really, for television. It went on three
times a week at 5.15 or something like that. Of course everything was live.
EJ: It's difficult to imagine now.
ED: Yes… everything was live. Anyway, he said 'give that a new look' so the chintz,
three piece furniture went out the window and we had to have modern furniture…
What he thought was that what people were looking at was important. If he presented
them with new design and new thoughts and new looks, they bought it. And indeed
they did. I think he was very influential in changing a lot of perfectly ordinary people's
attitude... he made them design-conscious.
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EJ: That's interesting, as there was an article in the paper about the sets in Eastenders
and I think it's extraordinary... people are interested in the sets. So I suppose he foregrounded this, paying as much attention to the set as the action.
ED: Yes, which didn't really affect so much... the Play of the Month or that sort of thing.
By then I was doing Plays for the Day and Play of the Month, which were largely classic
plays. We did Shaw and Shakespeare, Ibsen… something that just doesn't happen any
more! They were great days actually… a mass theatre. Because not of lot of people
could go to the theatre. A lot of people went to the cinema, but they weren't looking at
that sort of thing. I think the BBC was at its greatest then, because it really was doing
what it was set up to do - to entertain and educate. You know, people would actually
talk about the classic play the next day at work.
EJ: It's very sad. I mean, even on the radio now we don't have... we have the Afternoon
Play but we don't have any full-length plays.
ED: But we had full-length Shaw, which was great, and a lot of operetta… I did quite a
lot of operetta, which I really enjoyed - Die Fledermaus, you know. It was a very, very
enjoyable time.
EJ: And you worked with Pinter with Tea Party?
ED: Yes. That was the first time I ever met him. In fact, I saw it again not all that long
ago. The BBC had a 75th Anniversary or something like that. They showed it again and I
was so surprised at how undated it looked... and terribly well-shot, I mean more
interestingly shot than most things now.
EJ: I've seen a few a clips and read the play, but I thought it was highly-disturbing and
very well done.
ED: Yes.
EJ: Did you have much contact with Pinter?
ED: Well, he was a writer at that stage, he wasn't a director then, so my contact was
with the director, who was Charles Jarrott. Harold was round quite a bit, but I didn't
really have a lot to do with him, but the next one we did was The Basement, I think the
following year… it was 1965. On that occasion Harold played Stott with Derek Godfrey
played alongside him. That was really interesting.
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EJ: I mean, obviously Pinter was doing something quite new at the time and his theatre
was very innovative, was it difficult to adjust to that, was it difficult to create visual
images to suit to his work?
ED: No, because I can't say I was conscious of being innovative or anything of the sort at
the time. It was a question of doing what felt right for the piece. It wasn't selfconsciously 'This Is Something Different'.
EJ: I was thinking [that] The Basement, technically, must have been quite difficult, they
smash a fishtank…
ED: Yes, we did it at Ealing actually, we put it on film. There were several [on film]
actually, we did some exteriors, too, on the beach which were obviously on film. We did
a session at Ealing. We did several sessions at Ealing because the room had to change
from what it was to suddenly becoming Swedish Modern and then becoming
Italianate… Rennaissance... It was a wonderful piece to do. For the scene with the
cricket match and the breaking of the fishtank… Yes, indeed… we built the set inside
the tank, at Ealing. Because the BBC at that time owned Ealing Studios and all their
interior filming was done on the stages there. Yes… we built the set actually in the tank
and so when all the water gushed out... you know, it wasn't too damaging! We were all
rushing about with buckets after the shot! As soon as they said 'cut!', picking up
flapping goldfish you know, putting them back into the water. I don't think we lost one
at all, actually.
EJ: Really? That's amazing, because it looked so chaotic.
ED: I mean the interesting thing was that, again, it was quite early days for special
effects. We had special effects department, kind of two men and a boy at that stage.
And the tank was actually shot out by a crossbow, believe it or not.
EJ: From behind?
ED: No, from in front, standing beside the camera so that it exploded into the camera.
But they shot it with a crossbow! We shot a bolt into the tank and the whole thing
exploded. Actually it was quite a shot, when the water rushed down. Obviously very,
very pre-digital or anything like that. So anything you did, you did. For real.
EJ: And moving on to theatre, perhaps, can you remember when you started working for
theatre, and the difference in that kind of work in designing sets?
ED: Well, the first time was in fact, Exiles for Harold at the Mermaid. It was the
Mermaid, and they had very little money. And really the terrific difference then was the
lack of back-up, you know, having been used to the BBC where there was a big
workshop… and everything was really getting going by then at the BBC. They actually
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had a 24 hour workshop, because by the time we moved into Television Centre… by the
sixties there were twelve studios they were running, every day. So sets were changed
overnight.
EJ: So people were working…
ED: All the time. So you leave that, and you go to the Mermaid where you've got one
man and a hammer. I was kind of shocked. It was great fun.
EJ: Obviously the difference in working for a set on stage...it's not being filmed, was it
easy to move into was it fairly simple? With the lack of financial back-up?
ED: I didn't actually move into theatre, they were in tandem. I never stopped doing
television, or indeed film. In fact, the precepts really are the same. You have a text and
you know what should happen and you try and make it happen. That goes for film or
the stage. The difference being of course that in the theatre you see the whole thing all
the time. You can't move around it. Film... you never see everything all at once. You can
see it from all different angles.
EJ: It's interesting that you worked in television when it was live all the time so in some
ways that was good preparation for the theatrical work that you did. That live aspect, I
suppose.
ED: I think that would apply more to the actors than somebody like me. I mean that was
the difference for them.
EJ: Could tell me a bit about the double-bill of Celebration and The Room [2000] and
how you prepared that. There have been so many landmark Pinter productions. What
was the process of designing for Celebration and The Room? Did you refer to designs to
Pinter's previous plays or productions?
ED: No, again, the play was actually his first play, and it was very early fifties. And really
the place we were thinking about, the room in a house full of bed-sits and small flats,
rather crumbling and I imagined it somewhere around the Tottenham or Shepherd's
Bush area. I simply thought of what a house would be like and then what the life was
like in those rooms because, they had communal bathrooms and life hadn't changed
very much since the immediate post-war really, for these people. You know, the sink is
in the room and the gas-fire in the room. They're living in one room. It is something of
both a haven and a prison for Rose -she doesn't go out really, except to the shops
perhaps. Also, she's very defensive [about] who comes to the door. But, it just seemed
to me to be that sort of... I had a feeling about the room. I think Harold and I had the
same sort of memory, I think - of that sort of life. It doesn't have to be researched, you
know, because we remember it
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EJ: Of the feeling of crampedness and of the physical nature of the building and the
room?
ED: The mood, the feel and the physical nature.
EJ: How did you go about actually putting that across in the design?
ED: First of all, you have take note of where you are. And we were at the Almeida which
is almost - but not quite - in the round, but certainly elliptical. So, you know, once
you've decided what the elements are, basically how you want it to look, then it's really
a question of placing it according to the vagaries of the location you're in. That takes
quite a lot. Obviously all the action has to be fitted in, you know: cooking at the stove,
water from the sink, looking out of the window, lighting a gas fire, opening the door
onto a landing, all that. Which has to be accommodated into this comparatively small
space, really, and still give the impression that this is a real room.
EJ: It's interesting the contrast with Celebration, there is also a sense of security in the
room and space.
ED: Is there? Celebration?
EJ: Well, there is a security in the opulence in the restaurant.
ED: Yes... it's a lot to do with the maitre d' actually isn't it? He gives them their sense of
importance, I think.
EJ: I read somewhere that the maitre d' was based on the maitre d' of The Ivy actually.
ED: Yes, I read that. I think he was quite complimented by that, actually.
EJ: Was designing for Celebration simpler in a way?
ED: Yes, because it was done much more simply. Because there's fifty years between the
two plays, so the difference in those fifty years is startling, really, in every way. Both the
people and the setting. And the play itself, the contrast between the two is
extraordinary.
EJ: It's extraordinary too, knowing now that, according to Pinter that that will be his last
play, well he said it was.
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ED: He was talking about something to go to the Royal Court, wasn't he? On that
occasion, last Thursday week, at the lecture.
EJ: Did you consciously in the design try to create any sense link between the two plays?
ED: Absolutely not. I think the contrast is enormous. It's all about contrast; lifestyle,
rather than anything else.
EJ: Do you think it's related to Pinter's rise to fame?
ED: Well, he has lived those fifty years where the lifestyle of this country has changed
out of all recognition. For most people... for most people.
EJ: Thank you very much.
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